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Burning Question. "Paula Kehoe's fascinating and clarifying look at the debate surrounding global warming
explores the striking disconnect between the relatively clear-cut concerns of the world's most prominent
scientists and the maze of speculation, rhetorical posturing, and outright misinformation that attaches to this
issue whenever it's taken up by politicians, PR specialists, and political pundits. Mixing a localized focus on
Ireland with insights from scientists and leaders from around the world, the film serves as both a primer on
climate science and a penetrating analysis of media framing and the science of perception management"-Container. DVD 973 (55 min.) Ammerman
Developmentally Appropriate Practice a Focus on Intentionality and on Play DVD-ROM.
DAP and intentionality (91 min., 54 sec.). Section 1: Introduction -- Section 2: Intentionality in curriculum,
teaching and assessment -- Section 3: Teaching strategies in early childhood education -- Section 4:
Intentionality and different learning formats -- Section 5: Adaptations in being intentional with different age
group -- Resources. DAP and intentionality handout -- DAP and intentionality resources.
DAP and play (85 min., 28 sec.). Section 1: Introduction -- Section 2: Types of play -- Section 3: High-quality
play -- The teacher's roles in supporting play -- Resources. DAP and play handout -- DAP and play resources -Compressed photography and video credits
Developmentally Appropriate Practice: A Focus on Intentionality and on play is a professional development
resource. It features the video and segments from NAEYC's two online programs, DAP and Intentionality and
DAP and Play, produced by NAEYC with the 2009 release of the 3rd edition of Developmentally Appropriate
Practice in Early Childhood Programs Serving Children from Birth through Age 8. Each video includes
depicting developmentally appropriate practice in action--in classrooms for infants, toddlers, preschoolers,
kindergartners, and primary grade children. DAP and Intentionality addresses ways in which teachers
intentionally use a variety of learning formats and teaching strategies to support children's learning. DAP and
Play focuses on the characteristics and types of play and the teacher's role in supporting high-level play. Also
included are PDF versions of handouts for each video that highlight the key message of the programs. DVDROM 983 (177 min. 22 sec) Ammerman
Emergent Curriculum. The importance of play -- Definition of emergent curriculum -- Emergent curriculum
in practice. DVD 980 (21min. 32 sec.) Ammerman
Facebook Obsession. "Started by three kids in a Harvard dorm room, Facebook now boasts over 800 million
users and affects society in ways many people haven't realized. This CNBC Original documentary delivers a
comprehensive look at how the Internet phenomenon began, evolved, and now influences everyday life - or, in
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some cases, not-so-ordinary life. Featuring case studies of events prompted by Facebook, including an account
of a girl reunited with her birth mother as well as a woman who lost her job due to online postings, the program
explores the intense privacy debate that Facebook has provoked while shedding light on the ubiquitous appeal
of the Facebook profile - a template of self-expression deployed (in diverse ways) from your local police station
to the White House."--FFH website. DVD 986 (44 min.) Ammerman
Half the Sky: Turning Oppression into Opportunity for Women Worldwide. Take an unforgettable
journey with six actress/advocates and New York Times journalist [Nicholas] Kristof to meet some of the most
courageous individuals of our time, who are doing extraordinary work to empower women and girls
everywhere. These are stories of heartbreaking challenge, dramatic transformation and enduring hope. DVD
978 (2 discs – 3 hr. 52 min.) Ammerman
Looking at the Basics of Developmentally Appropriate Practice. The basic concepts of developmentally
appropriate practice are not difficult or arcane, but they can be understood wrongly or incompletely--often are!
This video introduces the foundational ideas of the early childhood field, and articulates and illustrates the core
concepts in simple, memorable ways, including classroom examples and other techniques. The video is versatile
enough to be shown as part of any beginner-level discussion of DAP. DVD 979 (41 min.) Ammerman
New Developmentally Appropriate Practice In Early Childhood Programs Serving Children From Birth
Through Age 8. "The video includes an overview of developmentally appropriate practice, presentations from
NAEYC leadership and experts in the field, and scenes depicting developmentally appropriate practice in
action--in classrooms for infants, toddlers, preschoolers, kindergartners, and primary grade children. This video
was originally posted on the NAEYC Web site, February through May 2009. In addition, this DVD-ROM also
includes the video podcast series that was posted on the NAEYC Web site in April and May 2009: Responses to
Questions You Asked about DAP. Carol Copple and Sue Bredekamp -- authors and editors of key NAEYC
publications on DAP -- respond to questions from the field on the new DAP. This DVD-ROM also includes a
bonus video prepared for this resource: reflections on the historical journey of DAP at NAEYC from Sue
Bredekamp, Carol Copple, and Peter Pizzolongo. Also included are three PDF documents: Reflection
Questions, About the Book, and DAP Resources, which included hyperlinks to access other DAP-related
resources from the Web." (container notes) DVD-ROM 984 (53 min. 38 sec.) Ammerman
Oranges and Sunshine. The unforgettable true story of Margaret Humphreys, a social worker who uncovered
one of the most controversial scandals of recent times: the organized deportation of innocent children from the
UK to Australia, where they were thought to be lost in the system forever. Against overwhelming odds, and
with little regard for her own safety, Humphreys reunited thousands of families and brought worldwide
attention to a corrupt system and an extraordinary miscarriage of justice. DVD 977 (106 min.) Ammerman
Sensory Play Constructing Realities. Examines how a child's first-hand sensory experience contributes to
overall development. Sensory play is a natural and concrete means of supporting each child's individual learning
style. DVD 981 (18 min.) Ammerman
Sin País. "With intimate access and striking imagery, Sin País (Without Country) explores one family's
experience as they are separated by deportation. Sam and Elida Mejia escaped a violent Civil War in Guatemala
and came to California. After raising their family for nearly 20 years in the Bay Area, immigration agents
stormed the Mejia's house in 2007. After a passionate fight to stay in the U.S., Sam and Elida are deported back
to Guatemala, and leave their two teenage ch[i]ldren in the U.S. This short documentary explores the
complexities of the Mejia's new reality: parents living without their children, and children doing their best to
succeed without their parents." -- Container. English and Spanish dialogue with English subtitles. DVD 985
(20 min.) Ammerman
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Teaching the Whole Child in the Kindergarten. Observes two kindergarten classes in Hawaii, one in a
private school, one in an inner city public school. Depicts elements of developmentally appropriate teaching,
curriculum, and assessment, illustrating principles of good practice, such as integrated curriculum, that can be
applied in any location. DVD 982 (27 min) Ammerman
Waging a Living P.O.V. "Over three years, the film follows four hard-working individuals as they strive for
their piece of the American Dream but find only low wages, dead end jobs, and a tattered safety net in their
way"—Container DVD 975 (85 min.) Ammerman
You Have the Right to an Attorney. "A documentary short profiling the public defenders of the South Bronx.
These overworked attorneys carry over 100 open cases, each file representing a person in need of help. Their
youth and idealism cut against stereotypes of lazy, under-trained PD's. They hope to affect real change while
negotiating everyday between their clients' needs and the larger crusade against injustice."--Container. DVD
976 (13 min.) Ammerman
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